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Abstract: This work reports on observations of positive and negative nanosecond-pulsed discharge in
liquid argon. The structures of both positive and negative discharges, their sizes, and the propagation
velocities exhibit remarkable similarity. Similar to the streamers in liquid nitrogen and gases, negative
streamers require higher applied voltages (electric fields) and propagate to shorter distances. For both
polarities, the spectra are almost identical and appear to be a superposition of strongly broadened
atomic lines, with preliminary analysis of broadening indicating densities of about 40% that of liquid.
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1. Introduction

Over the past decade, there has been a considerable interest in low-energy nanosecond-
pulsed in-liquid discharges, particularly as they represent extreme cases of plasmas in
high-density environments with direct ionization without creation of bubbles and/or other
significant low-density voids [1–17]. These discharges are typically initiated using positive
short-duration high-voltage pulses applied to electrodes submerged in dielectric liquids
such as water or transformer oil. Due to the high applied electric field values, fast rise
times of the voltage pulses, and inertia of the liquid, formation of luminous mm-scale
filaments is assumed to be initiated directly within the liquid. One proposed scenario of the
initiation and propagation of such discharges in liquids involves the formation of positive
streamers or direct ionization of the liquid phase [13,18]. Negative discharges ignited with
the pulses of similar characteristics, on the other hand, are often observed in either “glow”
Townsend-like regime or in the negative streamer mode [10–12]. In our recent study, we
demonstrated that in-liquid nitrogen negative discharge, similar to negative discharges in
gases, exhibits transition from the “glow” to streamer regime [19].

In this manuscript, we present the experimental results of imaging and spectroscopic
measurements of the emission spectra of positive and negative nanosecond-pulsed dis-
charges in liquid argon ignited at the tip of a needle electrode. We compare these observa-
tions with those obtained for nanosecond-pulsed cryogenic in-liquid nitrogen plasma and
suggest a similarity between positive and negative streamers in cryogenic liquid plasma
conditions.

2. Materials and Methods

In the experiments, we used a setup that was described previously (see [18,19]).
Briefly, the nanosecond-pulsed discharge in liquid argon (Airgas, Sacramento, CA, USA)
was ignited at the tip of a copper needle with a radius of curvature of 100 µm. As a
second electrode, a copper disc with a diameter of 2 cm was used. An FPG 120-01NM10
high-voltage power supply (FID Technology, Burbach, Germany) was used to provide high-
voltage pulses with the following parameters: pulse duration at 90% of amplitude—8 ns,
rise time from 10% to 90% amplitude—1 ns, amplitude—+40 to +120 kV. To generate
positive or negative discharge, either the needle or planar electrode was powered, while
the other one was grounded. For the negative discharge, the gap distance was 5 mm and
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for the positive–4 cm. A double-walled borosilicate glass vessel was used as a liquid argon-
containing chamber. The discharge shape and development patterns were visualized using
a 4Picos intensified charge-coupled device (ICCD) camera (Stanford Computer Optics,
Berkeley, CA, USA) coupled with a VZM™ 450 zoom imaging lens (Edmund Optics,
Barrington, NJ, USA). Shadow imaging was performed with a 75 W Xe arc lamp (6251NS,
Newport, Irvine, CA, USA) as a source of back light. For spectra measurements, we utilized
an SP-2500i monochromator (Princeton Instruments, Trenton, NJ, USA) operating at a
single stage with 750 L/mm grating with a 4Picos camera as a detector. Light from the
discharge was collected using a 1 m single-leg fiber optic bundle with nineteen 200 µm
fibers (190–1100 nm, Princeton Instruments, USA). To correct the recorded spectra of the
discharge, the optical transmission of the measurement setup was characterized with a
quartz tungsten halogen calibrated lamp (63350, Newport, USA).

3. Results

Integral images of both positive and negative discharges in liquid argon taken with
50 ns of exposure time are shown in Figure 1. The discharge appearance seems to be very
similar for both polarities, both in shape of the luminous filaments, their number, and
length. Typical propagation lengths of the discharge are in the order of 0.5–1 mm, and they
increase with the applied voltage. A plot of the channel maximum length as a function of
the maximum applied electric field (Figure 2) shows very close curves for both positive
and negative polarity discharge. The maximum applied electric field was calculated using
the maximum of the voltage pulse V:

Emax =
2V

r ln
(

4d
r

) , (1)

where r is the needle radius of the curvature, and d is the distance to the second electrode.
It is interesting that compared to the negative discharge in liquid nitrogen [19], we did not
see the transition from the “glow” (or corona) mode to the streamer mode. This could be
due to the increased losses to the vibrational excitation of nitrogen that results in the higher
electric fields required for a sufficient charge accumulation and formation of streamers.
Similarly to nitrogen [19], however, compared to the positive streamers, negative streamers
in liquid argon start at the higher applied electric fields that are required for sufficient
charge accumulation (probably due to electron losses along the electric field). The streamers
in liquid argon propagate to shorter distances compared to the positive ones due to higher
values of the first Townsend coefficient (therefore, shorter distances are required to meet
the Meek criterion of streamer formation) and higher electron losses along the electric field.
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Figure 1. Integral images (false color) of the positive and negative discharges in liquid argon ignited
with pulses of various amplitude. Exposure time 50 ns, single accumulation.
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Figure 2. Dependence of the maximum channel length of the discharge in liquid argon on the am-
plitude of the applied electric field. Data compared to the discharge in liquid nitrogen [17]. 

Figure 3 shows the single-shot ICCD images of the streamers in liquid argon taken 
with a 2 ns camera gate width, 4 ns after the start of the discharge that was ignited with a 
50 kV applied voltage pulse. The images of both the positive and negative discharges ap-
pear to be virtually identical, characterized by very similar “streamer trees”. This suggests 
that not only the positive discharges but also the negative ones propagate following the 
conventional streamer mechanism. Just like the discharges ignited in other liquids (water 
and nitrogen), liquid argon discharge starts with streamers propagating with a high ve-
locity of ~0.5 mm/ns, typical to streamers in gases where the density is about three orders 
of magnitude lower [18–20]. Following the analysis presented in the case of the cryogenic 
nitrogen discharge [18], the high streamer propagation velocity in liquid argon allows es-
timation of the electric field in the streamer head: about 10 MV/cm. The luminous phase 
of the negative discharge lasts about 20 ns longer than the positive one, until the very end 
of the applied voltage pulse, which is probably related to the lower rate of the in-volume 
losses of charges in the negative plasma. 

 

Figure 2. Dependence of the maximum channel length of the discharge in liquid argon on the
amplitude of the applied electric field. Data compared to the discharge in liquid nitrogen [17].

Figure 3 shows the single-shot ICCD images of the streamers in liquid argon taken
with a 2 ns camera gate width, 4 ns after the start of the discharge that was ignited with a
50 kV applied voltage pulse. The images of both the positive and negative discharges appear
to be virtually identical, characterized by very similar “streamer trees”. This suggests
that not only the positive discharges but also the negative ones propagate following the
conventional streamer mechanism. Just like the discharges ignited in other liquids (water
and nitrogen), liquid argon discharge starts with streamers propagating with a high velocity
of ~0.5 mm/ns, typical to streamers in gases where the density is about three orders of
magnitude lower [18–20]. Following the analysis presented in the case of the cryogenic
nitrogen discharge [18], the high streamer propagation velocity in liquid argon allows
estimation of the electric field in the streamer head: about 10 MV/cm. The luminous phase
of the negative discharge lasts about 20 ns longer than the positive one, until the very end
of the applied voltage pulse, which is probably related to the lower rate of the in-volume
losses of charges in the negative plasma.

Single-shot, 50 ns exposure, shadow images of discharges initiated by ether positive
or negative pulses are shown in Figure 4. In both cases, strong discharge emission prevents
the observation of the gaseous voids during the luminous phase; however, they appear
immediately after. It is interesting to note that in the case of the negative polarity, the
gaseous structures appear to be thinner and almost 2 times longer than those for the
positive polarity discharge: about 3.5 mm and 1.6 mm, respectively. This could be due
to the longer duration and smaller energy deposition of the negative streamer corona;
however, additional measurements are needed to explain these observations. In both cases,
a few milliseconds after the discharge, the gaseous structure falls apart into a multitude
of small (0.1–0.3 mm in diameter) bubbles that continue to linger in the area for another
100 ms or so. This is in sharp contrast to the bubbles observed in water or liquid nitrogen,
where a single spherical bubble takes shape 30–60 µs after the discharge.

Discharge emission spectra were recorded using 50 ns of exposure time and
100 accumulations of the discharge operating at 5 Hz to avoid discharge reignition in
the preexisting bubbles. In Figure 5, the recorded spectra (corrected for the camera detector
spectral sensitivity, transmission of optical components, and absorption by the liquid argon)
are shown for positive and negative plasmas. As in our previous studies with nanosecond-
pulsed plasmas in liquid nitrogen and water [18–20], we did not detect blackbody radiation,
and the measured neutral temperatures in liquid nitrogen were only on the order of a few
tens of degrees above the liquid temperature. In water, however, we did detect strong
emission in the UV region that looked like the “structureless” continuum that was previ-
ously attributed to the electron–neutral bremsstrahlung continuum emission [20]. In [6],
it was suggested that the bremsstrahlung radiation in water discharges could be due to
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the electron acceleration in nanovoids, which are most likely absent in the case of liquid
nitrogen and argon (very small dielectric constant would require very high electric fields
for electrostriction-induced cavitation to take place).
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Figure 4. Shadow imaging of the discharge in liquid argon—exposure time 50 ns, single accumula-
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As it is typical for argon plasmas, the most intense emission is located in the longer
wavelength region where the strongest Ar lines appear. For both polarities, the spectra are
almost identical and appear to be a superposition of strongly broadened atomic lines—our
rough fitting of the experimental spectra with several strong Ar lines is shown in Figure 5.
First of all, it confirms that ionization in the cryogenic plasma conditions occurs not in
any kind of bubbles or voids but directly in the condense phase. In addition, the neutral’s
density after the ionization front in the liquid argon is higher than that one in the case of
liquid nitrogen, where energy release and, therefore, rarefication after the ionization front
is stronger due to the significant effect of the vibrational excitation of nitrogen molecules.

Assuming that Van der Waals broadening dominates other pressure effects, we esti-
mate that for the Ar750 line with 9 nm, the half width at half maximum width required
neutrals density would be about 9 × 1021 cm−3 (or about 40% number density of liquid
argon). We also note that, just like in the case of liquid nitrogen, for argon with a dielec-
tric constant of ~1.5 and the applied electric field of ~1 MV/cm, electrostriction-induced
cavitation pressure can be estimated as ~10 kPa, about three orders of magnitude lower
than that required for cavitation (~20 MPa [21]). That is an additional indication that the
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direct streamer ionization mechanism makes the major contribution to the generation of
the cryogenic plasma in liquid argon.

4. Conclusions

In this work, we report on observations of positive and negative nanosecond-pulsed
cryogenic plasmas in liquid argon. Overall, our experimental results indicate that both
positive and negative discharges in liquid argon develop via direct the streamer mechanism
in the liquid phase. Regardless of the polarity, the discharge structure and initial velocities
exhibit remarkable similarity. The relevant estimation of the electric field based on the
streamer’s velocity gives the electric field in the streamer head about 10 MV/cm. While
this value of the electric field is extremely high in this case (on the level of 1% of the atomic
fields and sufficient for the tunneling effect), it is still lower than the corresponding value in
the cryogenic nitrogen plasma, where the relevant electron mobility is lower [18]. Similar
to the streamers in liquid nitrogen and gases, negative streamers require higher applied
voltages (electric fields) and propagate to shorter distances. The higher applied electric
fields are required in the case of negative streamers for sufficient charge accumulation. The
propagation to shorter distances is due to the higher values of the first Townsend coefficient
(therefore, shorter distances required to meet the Meek criterion of streamer formation) and
to the greater electron losses along the electric field.
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